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Abstract: A d-gem is a {+,−,×}-circuit having very few ×-gates and computing from
{x}∪Z a univariate polynomial of degree d having d distinct integer roots. We introduce
d-gems because they offer the remote possibility of being helpful for factoring integers and
because their existence for infinitely many d would disprove a form of the Blum-Cucker-
Shub-Smale conjecture (strengthened to allow arbitrary constants). A natural step towards a
better understanding of the BCSS conjecture would thus be to construct d-gems or to rule
out their existence. Ruling out d-gems for large d is currently totally out of reach. Here
the best we can do towards that goal is to prove that skew 2n-gems if they exist require
n {+,−}-gates and that skew 2n-gems for any n ≥ 5 would provide new solutions to the
Prouhet-Tarry-Escott problem in number theory (skew meaning the further restriction that
each {+,−}-gate merely adds an integer to a polynomial). In the opposite direction, here
we do manage to construct skew d-gems for several values of d up to 55.

1 Introduction

Consider the polynomials of degree 4, degree 8 and degree 16 computed by the {+,×}-circuits depicted
in Figure 1. Each polynomial factors completely over Z and has all distinct roots. Clearly the number of
×-gates used in each case is minimum. Our main question is: Do {+,−,×}-circuits having n ×-gates
and computing a polynomial f (x) ∈ Z[x] having 2n distinct integer roots exist for every n?
Crandall [11, Prob. 3.1.13] found a normalized circuit for the case n = 3 and asked whether such circuits
exist for n > 3, where a normalized circuit starts from x and alternates between a squaring operation and
the addition of a constant. Dilcher [13] characterized the normalized circuits for n = 3. Crandall and
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Figure 1: Circuits computing polynomials having the respective sets of roots {0,−1,−2,−3}, {0, −1,
−2, −4, −7, −9, −10, −11} and {0, −4, −7, −12, −118, −133, −145, −178, −189, −222, −234,
−249, −355, −360, −363, −367}.

Pomerance [12] constructed an example for n = 4 and Bremner [8] constructed two infinite families of
examples for that case.
But why care about our main question?
First, polynomials with distinct integer roots may hold the key to factoring integers. For example, knowing
[3] that ∼ n1/4 operations modulo n suffice to evaluate x(x− 1)(x− 2) · · ·(x− n1/4 + 1) at the points
x = n1/4,2n1/4,3n1/4, . . . ,n1/2, Strassen [24] noted that log2 n-bit integers can be factored in time ∼ n1/4.
No provably faster deterministic algorithm for factoring is known [26]. Lipton [16] later formulated a
hypothesis, on circuits computing polynomials having many distinct integer roots, whose validity would
imply that the integer factoring problem is “too easy” to support cryptography. A positive answer to
our main question (with further size and constructivity assumptions) would validate Lipton’s hypothesis.
Crandall [11] discusses further connections with factoring.
Second, a positive answer would categorically refute a strong form of the τ-conjecture of Blum, Cucker,
Shub and Smale [21, 1]. The τ-conjecture states that any polynomial f (x) ∈ Z[x] has at most (τ( f )+1)β

distinct roots in Z, where τ( f ) is the size of a smallest {+,−,×}-circuit computing f (x) from x∪{1}.
The stronger τZ-conjecture is obtained when τ( f ) is replaced with τZ( f ), which we define here as the size
of a {+,−,×}-circuit computing f (x) from x∪Z rather than from x∪{1}. Smale named the τ-conjecture
the fourth most important millennium mathematical challenge [23]. The τ-conjecture is known to imply
PC 6= NPC in the Blum-Shub-Smale model of computation over the complex numbers [1]. Providing a
negative answer to our main question could be seen as adding evidence towards the τZ-conjecture and a
fortiori towards the τ-conjecture.
But against all odds, our main question remains open. Here we partly explain why, by relating the
question to a classical number-theoretic problem. We also extend the question to encompass polynomials
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of any degree d > 0 by defining d-gems, so named to reflect their “precious and seemingly rare” nature.
Let `d be the length of a shortest addition chain for d, or equivalently, the size of a smallest {+}-circuit
(Section 2 defines circuits formally) computing d from {1}.

Definition 1.1. A {+,−,×}-circuit c with inputs from {x}∪Z is a d-gem if c has at most `d ×-gates
and if the polynomial fc(x) ∈ Z[x] computed by c has degree d and has precisely d distinct integer roots.

Hence a 2n-gem is a {+,−,×}-circuit with n product gates that computes a polynomial of maximum
degree 2n and this polynomial factors completely with its 2n roots integer and distinct. Our contributions
are the following:

• we observe, following [18], that any polynomial of degree d can be computed from {x}∪Z by a
{+,−,×}-circuit using 2(

√
d +1) product gates;

• if d-gems exist for infinitely many d, then the τZ-conjecture fails;

• by theoretical considerations and computer search, we construct skew d-gems for d ≤ 22 and
d-gems for d ≤ 31 and d = 36,37,42,54,55 (see Figure 2), where a circuit is skew if each of its
{+,−}-gates merely adds an integer to a polynomial;

• it is not known whether there exists any polynomial q ∈ Z[x] computable by a {+,−,×}-circuit
having fewer than `deg(q) product gates (see discussion leading to Lemma 2.1); here we show that
if such a polynomial of degree d exists, then 8d ≤ 2`d ; since 8d > 2`d holds for every d < 71, we
conclude that all the d-gems we are able to construct so far have a minimal number of product
gates;

• we prove that a skew 2n-gems for any n ≥ 5 would provide new solutions of size 2n−1 to the
Prouhet-Tarry-Escott problem which arguably has a 200-year history in number theory (see for
instance [6]);

• we spell out sufficient conditions implying a 2n-gem;

• we construct skew d-gems over the reals, i.e. with inputs from R∪{x} and with the requirement of
distinct roots in R, for every d;

• we prove that any skew 2n-gem over the reals requires at least n {+,−}-gates; we conclude that
the skew 2n-gems (over Z) depicted in Figure 1 have a minimal number of {+,−}-gates among all
skew 2n-gems.

Section 2 defines circuits and proves basic facts. Section 3 relates the existence of d-gems to the Prouhet-
Tarry-Escott problem. Section 4 deals with gems over the real numbers. Section 5 describes our d-gem
constructions. Section 6 concludes.
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d c× c+ fc(x) izerosc
1 0 0 x {0}
2 1 1 x2−1 {−1,1}
3 2 1 (x2−1)x {−1,0,1}
4 2 2 ((x2−5)2−16 {−1,1,−3,3}
5 3 2 (((x2−5)2−16)x {0,−2,2,−3,3}
5 3 2 (x2−1)((x2−4)x) {0,−1,1,−2,2}
6 3 2 ((x2−25)2−242)(x2−25) {−1,1,−7,7,−5,5}
6 3 2 ((x2−7)x)2−36 {1,2,−3,−1,−2,3}
7 4 2 (((x2−7)x)2−36)x {0,−1,1,−2,2,−3,3}
7 4 2 ((x2−25)2−242)(x2−25)x {0,−1,1,−7,7,−5,5}
8 3 3 (((x2−65)2−1696)2−2073600 {−3,3,−11,11,−7,7,−9,9}
9 4 2 (((x2−49)x)2−1202)((x2−49)x) {0,−3,3,−5,5,−8,8,−7,7}

10 4 3
((y2−236448)2−1235522)y

with y = (x2−625)
{±5,35,17,31,25}

10 4 3 (((x2−250)2−14436)x)2−1612802 {±4,8,14,18,20}
12 4 3 (((x2−91)x)2−58500)2−504002 {±1,5,6,9,10,11}
14 5 3 ((((x2−74)x)2− ...)2− ...)(x2−74) {±49,16,39,55,21,35,56}

15 5 3
y× (y2−343202)× (y2−411602)

with y = (x2−74)x
{±0,49,16,39,55,21,35,56}

16 4 4 ((((x2−67405)2−3525798096)2− ...)2− ... {±11,367,131,343,77,359,101,353}
18 5 5 fc16 · (x2−1) Set16 ∪{−1,1}

18 5 4
(y2−24842)× (y2−41162)× (y2−59162)

with y = (x2−72 ·13)x
{±4,23,27,7,21,27,12,17,29}

20 5 5 fc16 · ((x2−67405)2−3958423056)
{±67,361,11,367,131,
343,77,359,101,353}

21 6 4
y× (y2−897602)× (y2−1504802)×

(y2−2636402) with y = (x2−72 ·132)x
{±0,91,11,85,96,19,

80,99,39,65,104}
22 6 6 fc20 · (x2−1) Set20 ∪{−1,1}

23 6
y× (y−4838400x3 +208051200x)× (x3−16x)
with y = z× (z+45x3−700x2−2835x+630)
and z = (x3 + x2−197x+195)× (x2− x−42)

{±0,1,2,3,4,6,7,9,10,13,14,15}

24 5 fc4(y
2) with y = (x2−7 ·13 ·19)x

{±3,40,43,8,37,45,
15,32,47,23,25,48}

24 5 442
z(z+ cProp.3.5) with y = (x2−11763)2 and

z = (y+241x2 + ..)(y+195x2 + ..)(y+ x2 + ..)
{±22,61,86,127,140,151,

35,47,94,121,146,148}
26 6 443 fc24 · (x2−1) Set24 ∪{−1,1}
27 6 y× fc4(y

2) with y = (x2−72 ·132)x Set21∪{±49,56,105}
28 6 560 fc24 · (y+117x2 + ...) Set24∪{−1,1,−153,153}

30 6 fc5(y
2) with y = (x2−72 ·132 ·19)x

{±13,390,403,35,378,413,70,357,
427,103,335,438,117,325,442}

36 6 fc6(y
2) with y = (x2−72 ·132 ·19)x Set30∪{±137,310,447}

42 7 fc7(y
2) with y = (x2−72 ·132 ·19)x Set36∪{±182,273,455}

54 7 fc9(y
2) with y = (x2−72 ·132 ·19)x Set42∪{±202,255,457,225,233,458}

55 8 The above ×x The above ∪{0}

Figure 2: Some d-gems and their numbers c× of ×-gates and c+ of {+,−}-gates. When two examples
are given for some d, these arise from different minimal addition chains for d. The functions fci

are from Lemma 5.1 if i ≤ 9 and from the i-gem in this table otherwise. We omitted the cases d =
11,13,17,19,25,29,31,37 which, like the case d = 55 here, are obtained by extending a (d−1)-gem;
we note that such an extension fails for 43 which has a shorter addition chain bypassing 42.
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2 Preliminaries and basic facts

By an (arithmetic) {+,−,×}-circuit c we mean a rooted directed acyclic graph with in-degree-2 nodes
called product gates labeled with ×, in-degree-2 nodes called additive gates labeled with + or − and
in-degree-0 nodes called input gates labeled with an integer or the variable x. We write c× and c+ for the
numbers of product and additive gates in c respectively. The size of c is c×+ c+. A circuit c represents or
computes a polynomial fc(x) ∈ Z[x]. A zero or root of c is an integer a such that fc(a) = 0. We write
izerosc for the set of zeros of c. For example, if c is the leftmost circuit in Figure 1, then c×= c+ = 2 and
c represents fc(x) = (x(x+3))(x(x+3)+2) = x4 +6x3 +11x2 +6x having izerosc = {0,−1,−2,−3}.
An addition chain for a natural number d is an increasing sequence d0 = 1,d1, . . . ,dk = d of natural
numbers such that each di for i > 0 is the sum of two earlier numbers in the sequence. The polynomial xd

is computable by an optimal {×}-circuit having `d product gates, where `d is the minimum k for which
there is an addition chain such that dk = d (see [15] for extensive related facts on addition chains, such as
dlog2 de ≤ `d ≤ 2blog2 dc for all d).
Does a {+,−,×}-circuit c having fewer ×-gates than `deg( fc(x)) exist? Strangely, this question has never
been resolved1. In particular, a polynomial q(x) could well equal p1(x)− p2(x) where deg(p1)> deg(q)
but `deg(p1) < `deg(q). It is not inconceivable in such a case that p1 and p2 could be computed using in
total fewer ×-gates than are required to compute q via an addition chain for deg(q). In view of this, and
because we did not want declaring the gem status to require a lower bound proof, we imposed “c× ≤ `d”
rather than “no circuit with fewer ×-gates than c× computes fc(x)” in the Definition 1.1 of a d-gem c.
When c is a 2n-gem for some n≥ 0 however, 2`2n = 2n = deg( fc(x))≤ 2c× ≤ 2`2n so c× is then minimal.
Since d < 71 implies d > 2ld−3 (see [15, p. 446]), by Lemma 2.1 the minimality of c× also extends to all
d-gems c constructed in this paper. Our proof of Lemma 2.1 is technical and appears in an Appendix.

Lemma 2.1. If d > 2ld−3, then any {×,+,−}-circuit computing a polynomial f (x) ∈ Z[x] of degree d
requires at least `d product gates.

Because any fixed integer can be constructed from 1 by a fixed {+,−}-circuit, the τZ-conjecture clearly
fails if skew d-gems exist for infinitely many d, but this also holds for d-gems:

Proposition 2.2. If d-gems exist for infinitely many values of d, then the τZ-conjecture fails.

Proof. Since c× ≤ `d ≤ 2log2 d, a d-gem c computes, even without division, a polynomial having
d = Ω(2c×/2) distinct integer roots. To disprove the τZ-conjecture, which implies that the maximum
number of distinct integer roots of a polynomial computed by a circuit of size t is roughly tβ for some
fixed β , we need a lower bound for d in terms of the total number of gates in c. It thus suffices to argue
that a d-gem c can be simulated by a {×,+,−}-circuit of total size polynomial in c×. To do this, we note
as in [18] that for 1≤ i≤ c×, the ith product gate g in c computes(

i−1

∑
j=−1

ai, jµ j

)
×

(
i−1

∑
j=−1

bi, jµ j

)
(2.1)

1The issue was credited to Volker Strassen and brought to our attention by Allan Borodin. A cryptic mention of this question
can be found in [4, p. 26]. Volker Strassen in 2008 kindly acknowledged having considered the question thirty years earlier,
but did not have an answer. The existence of such circuits seems unlikely, which might be the weak consensus among the few
experts we consulted.
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where ai, j,bi, j ∈ Z, µ−1 = 1, µ0 = x and µ1, . . . ,µi−1 are polynomials computed by earlier product gates.
Hence a subcircuit of size linear in c× can compute (2.1) from µ−1,µ0, . . . ,µi−1 and the integer constants.
It follows that a circuit c′ with c′×+ c′+ = O(c2

×) computes fc(x).

To qualify as a d-gem, a circuit c must be extremely efficient in terms of its number of product gates, that
is, c× ≤ `d ≤ 2log2 d. At the opposite end of the spectrum, we have:

Proposition 2.3. [18] Any degree-d polynomial f (x) ∈ Z[x] can be computed by a {+,−,×}-circuit
having at most 2

√
d +1 product gates.

Proof. Write f (x) = (· · ·((gkxk +gk−1)xk +gk−2)xk + · · ·+g1)xk +g0 where each gi ∈ Z[x] has degree
k = d

√
d e. Once x2,x3, · · · ,xk are available, each gi is computable using additive gates alone. Another k

products by xk suffice.

3 Gems and the Prouhet-Tarry-Escott problem

Gems by definition need not be skew. But for any n > 4, we are unable to rule out the existence of a
2n-gem that even fulfills skewness. In Subsection 3.1, we relate skew 2n-gems to the number-theoretic
Prouhet-Tarry-Escott problem by showing as Corollary 3.6 that for any n > 4, the existence of a skew
2n-gem would yield new PTE solutions. In Subsection 3.2, we explore the possibility of going the other
way, i.e., of extracting gems or skew gems from solutions to the Prouhet-Tarry-Escott problem.

3.1 Skew 2n-gems yield PTE solutions

Recall from Section 1 that a 2n-gem is normalized if its computation starts from x and iterates the
sequence “squaring then adding a constant” at least once. A normalized 2n-gem thus has n ×-gates and n
+-gates and is entirely described by a sequence γ1, . . . ,γn of integers with n≥ 1. Normalized 8-gems and
normalized 16-gems are investigated in [11, 13, 12, 8].
Consider an arbitrary skew 2n-gem c. Consecutive +-gates in c can be merged, i.e. (g+a)+b for a gate
g and a,b ∈ Z can be rewritten g+(a+b). And for c to reach degree 2n, each ×-gate g must reach twice
the degree of the nearest×-gate g′ having a path to g, i.e. g must perform (g′+a)× (g′+b) with a,b ∈ Z.
Hence c can be taken to be the circuit Skew(α0,β0, . . . ,αn−1,βn−1,αn) depicted in Figure 3.

Proposition 3.1. Let α0, . . . ,αn,β0, . . . ,βn−1,a1, . . . ,a2n ∈ Z be such that the circuit

c = Skew(α0,β0, . . . ,αn−1,βn−1,αn)

computes the polynomial p(x) = ∏
2n

i=1(x−ai). Then for any t ∈ Z\{0}, the circuit

c′ = Skew(α0t20
,β0t20

, . . . ,αn−1t2n−1
,βn−1t2n−1

,αnt2n
)

computes the polynomial q(x) = ∏
2n

i=1(x− tai).
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Figure 3: The skew 2n-gem Skew(α0,β0, . . . ,αn−1,βn−1,αn) and a skew circuit in the normal form
produced by Lemma 3.2.

Proof. We claim that c′ computes q(x) = t2n
p(x/t). This concludes the proof since then q(ta1) = · · ·=

q(ta2n) = 0. So let n = 0. Then c′ computes x+α0t20
= t · (x/t +α0) = t · p(x/t). Now consider n > 0

and let q1,q2 and p1, p2 be computed by the gates input to the lowest×-gate in c′ and c respectively. Then
q(x) = q1(x)× q2(x)+αnt2n

= t2n−1
p1(x/t)× t2n−1

p2(x/t)+αnt2n
by induction, and the latter equals

t2n
[p1(x/t)× p2(x/t)+αn] = t2n

p(x/t).

Lemma 3.2. (Normal form) Let n ≥ 1. Given a1, . . . ,a2n ∈ Z and a skew 2n-gem c such that fc(x) =
∏

2n

i=1(x− ai), there exist s ∈ Z and t ∈ {1,2} and a normalized 2n-gem computing the polynomial
∏

2n

i=1(x− tai− s).

Proof. Let c = Skew(α0,β0, . . . ,αn−1,βn−1,αn) (see Figure 3). If αi + βi is odd for some 0 ≤ i < n
then let t = 2, else let t = 1. The skew 2n-gem c′ = Skew(α0t20

,β0t20
, . . . ,αn−1t2n−1

,βn−1t2n−1
,αnt2n

)
computes q(x) = ∏

2n

i=1(x− tai) by Proposition 3.1. We will now normalize c′. First we rewrite each
×-gate (g+a)× (g+b) = g2 +(a+b)g+ab as [g+(a+b)/2]2 +[ab− ((a+b)/2)2], noting that any
such a+b occurring in c′ is even. Then we merge consecutive +-gates since these are skew. The result
would be normalized, if we did not have an extraneous x+ s gate at the input level. We replace x+ s with
x. This yields a normalized 2n-gem computing q(x− s) = ∏

2n

i=1(x− tai− s).

Definition 3.3. (see [6, 7]) Two sets {a1, ...,am},{b1, ...,bm} solve the PTE (Prouhet-Tarry-Escott)
problem of degree k if ai

1+ ...+ai
m = bi

1+ ...+bi
m for all i≤ k. A solution is called ideal if k = m−1 and

then m is called the size of the solution. A solution of the form {a1,−a1, . . . ,am/2,−am/2}, {b1,−b1, . . . ,
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bm/2, −bm/2} is called symmetric and we abbreviate it by {a1, . . . ,am/2},{b1, . . . ,bm/2}; a solution of the
form {a1, . . . ,am},{−a1, . . . , −am} is also called symmetric.

Remark 3.4. The largest ideal PTE solution known today is due to Shuwen [22] and only has degree 11,
i.e., size 12 [27]. Borwein and Ingalls [6, p. 8] point out that “it has been conjectured for a long time
that ideal PTE solutions exist for every n”. Borwein [5, p. 87] recalls that Wright in 1934 “specifically
conjectured that it is always possible to find ideal PTE solutions”. Borwein then raises the fact that
“heuristic arguments suggest that Wright’s conjecture should be false” yet “finds intriguing that ideal
solutions exist for as many n as they do”.

Let p(x) = (x−a1)(x−a2) · · ·(x−am) and q(x) = (x−b1)(x−b2) · · ·(x−bm). Define, for k = 1,2, . . . ,m,

sk =
m
∑

i=1
ak

i and tk =
m
∑

i=1
bk

i .

Proposition 3.5. ([14], see [6].) The following are equivalent:

• s1 = t1 and s2 = t2 and s3 = t3 and · · · and sk = tk
• degree[p(x)−q(x)]≤ m− (k+1).

Proof. Apply Newton’s formulas [25] to p(x) and q(x). These formulas relate the roots a1, . . . ,am of the

polynomial p(x) =
m
∑

i=0
cixm−i to its coefficients by means of s1,s2, . . . ,sk:

s1 + c1 = 0

s2 + c1s1 +2c2 = 0

s3 + c1s2 + c2s1 +3c3 = 0
...

sm + c1sm−1 + c2sm−2 + · · ·+mcm = 0.

Setting q(x) =
m
∑

i=0
dixm−i, one proves by induction on k ≥ 1 that si = ti for 1≤ i≤ k if and only if ci = di

for 0≤ i≤ k.

Corollary 3.6. For any n ≥ 1 and any skew 2n-gem c such that izerosc = {a1, . . . ,a2n}, there is a
partition S]T = {a1, . . . ,a2n} into two equal size sets such that the pair S,T is an ideal PTE solution of
size 2n−1.

Proof. We apply Lemma 3.2 to c and obtain a circuit c′ computing a polynomial (r(x))2 + γn = ∏
2n

i=1(x−
tai− s) for some γn ∈ Z (Figure 3), s ∈ Z, t ∈ {1,2}. Hence −γn = e for some e ∈ N. Now (r(x))2− e =
p(x)q(x), where p(x) = r(x)+

√
e and q(x) = r(x)−

√
e. Since Z[x] is a Euclidean ring, p(x) and q(x)

must each have 2n−1 distinct roots. (So
√

e ∈N.) Now deg(p(x)−q(x)) = 0, so applying Proposition 3.5
with k = 2n−1−1 shows that {a ∈ Z : p(a) = 0} and {a ∈ Z : q(a) = 0} form an ideal PTE solution of
size 2n−1. It is well known [6] that shifting from tai + s to tai preserves PTE solutions. Further dividing
out the tai by t to get back to the ai also preserves PTE solutions.

A skew 32-gem, if it exists, would therefore yield an ideal PTE solution of degree 15, i.e., of size 16,
while the largest ideal PTE known today has size 12 (Remark 3.4).
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3.2 On the possibility of extracting gems from PTE solutions

The 16-gem in Figure 2 leads to the symmetric ideal solution {±11,367,131,343},{±77,359,101,353}
as an example. This solution has the additional property that 112 +3672 = 134810 = 1312 +3432.
For the converse direction, consider the ideal symmetric PTE solution {2,16,21, 25}, {5,14,23,24}
of degree 7 [6, p. 8]. We could try to unravel the Corollary 3.6 construction, by expressing p(x) =
(x2−22)(x2−162)(x2−212)(x2−252) using 3 products. Here this happens to be possible, by calculating
(x2− 22)(x2− 252) using 2 products, then forming (x2− 162)(x2− 212) from (x2− 22)(x2− 252) by
repeatedly subtracting x2 (unavoidable since 22 + 252 6= 162 + 212), and finally obtaining p(x) using
one last product. In this special case, we could therefore construct a (non-skew) 16-gem from an ideal
symmetric PTE solution.
Figure 2 contains further gems (i.e. 24 and 23) constructed with the help of PTE solutions where we do
not care about the number of additive gates:
We use the symmetric ideal degree-11 solution {22,61,86,127,140,151}, {35,47,94,121,146,148}
found by Kuosa, Meyrignac and Shuwen [22] to construct a circuit with 5 multiplications and 24 zeros as
follows. Note that the polynomial

p(x) = (x2−222)(x2−612)(x2−862)(x2−1272)(x2−1402)(x2−1512)

can be computed using 4 products, for example by calculating x2 and (x2−11763)2 = x4−23526x2 +
117632 using 2 multiplications, then calculating (x4−23285x2 +222 ·1512), (x4−23321x2 +612 ·1402)
and (x4− 23525x2 + 862 · 1272) using (only a few hundred) additions, and finally computing p(x) by
multiplying the latter three polynomials using 2 more products. By Proposition 3.5, there exists a constant
cProp3.5 ∈ Z such that

p(x)+ cProp3.5 = (x2−352)(x2−472)(x2−942)(x2−1212)(x2−1462)(x2−1482),

Hence one last product computes the 24-gems p(x)× (p(x)+ cProp3.5).
The construction for degree 23 uses the PTE
{1,2,3,−6,7,−9,−10,13,14,−15},{−1,−2,−3,6,−7,9,10,−13,−14,15} of degree 6, which was
found using a Java applet written by Natali Zimmermann. By Proposition 3.5, this means that the
polynomial y with 10 zeros and the polynomial for the other 10 zeros differ only in degrees up to 3, which
are available in the circuit, furthermore the first half can be split to {1,−6,7,13,−15},{2,3,−9,−10,14}
which is a PTE of degree 1, which means that the polynomial z with 5 zeros and the polynomial for the
other 5 zeros differ again only in degrees up to 3.
But even if PTE solutions of degree 15 were known, these would need to fulfill additional properties in
order to yield 32-gems by the strategy described above. We now show that the ”sym-perfect” condition
below is a sufficient additional condition imposed on ideal symmetric PTE solutions to yield a normalized
2n gem.

Definition 3.7. A pair of sets S,T ⊂ Z is called sym-perfect if S = {a} and T = {−a}, or if S =
{a1,−a1, . . . ,am/2,−am/2}, T = {b1,−b1, . . . ,bm/2, −bm/2} and for some s ∈ Z the pair of smaller size
sets {a2

1 + s, . . . ,a2
m/2 + s},{b2

1 + s, . . . ,b2
m/2 + s} is sym-perfect.
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If a2
1 and a2

m/2 are respectively smallest and largest in {a2
1, · · · ,a2

m/2}, then the shift s occurring in the
recursive definition of sym-perfect is necessarily equal to −(a2

1 +a2
m/2)/2 (which is also the average of

all the numbers that occur). An example of a sym-perfect pair is {−3,3,−11,11},{−7,7,−9,9}, since
the pair {9−65,121−65},{49−65,81−65} is sym-perfect by virtue of the pair {562−1696},{162−
1696} in turn being sym-perfect.

Theorem 3.8. A set U ⊂ Z of size 2n+1 can be written as S∪T for a sym-perfect pair S,T if and only if
U is the set of zeros of a normalized 2n+1-gem.

Proof. The sym-perfect pair {a},{−a} corresponds to the 2-gem c with fc(x) = x2−a2 and izerosc =
{a,−a}, which forms the induction basis n = 0.
Now let U = {a1,−a1, . . . ,a2n/2,−a2n/2}∪ {b1,−b1, . . . ,b2n/2,−b2n/2} where the pair of smaller size
sets S′ = {a2

1− s, . . . ,a2
2n/2− s}, T ′ = {b2

1− s, . . . ,b2
2n/2− s} is sym-perfect. By induction, S′ ∪ T ′ is

izerosc′ for a 2n-gem c′. Hence U is izerosc for the 2n+1-gem c with fc(x) = fc′(x2− s). Conversely,
a normalized 2n+1-gem c with zero set U computes fc(x) = g(x)2 + γn+1 = fcS(x)× fcT (x) for some
normalized 2n-gems cS and cT where γi is the same as in c for all i < n (see Figure 3). Then U = S∪T
for their zeros S = {a1,−a1, . . . ,a2n/2,−a2n/2} and T = {b1,−b1, . . . ,b2n/2,−b2n/2}. The pair S′,T ′ as
above with s =−γ1 for γ1 from the gem c is sym-perfect by induction, which makes S,T sym-perfect.

Corollary 3.9. A sym-perfect pair is an ideal, symmetric PTE solution.

Proof. We have to show that ai
1 +(−a1)

i + . . .ai
m/2 +(−am/2)

i = bi
1 +(−b1)

i + . . .bi
m/2 +(−bm/2)

i for
all i < m. For odd i, neighbours cancel. For i = 2i′, this is double the i′-th equation of the PTE
{a2

1, . . . ,a
2
m/2},{b

2
1, . . . ,b

2
m/2} which is just a shift of the sym-perfect PTE from the induction.

4 The case of real numbers

Exclusively in this section, we extend Definition 1.1 to the case of real numbers, that is, to {+,−,×}-
circuits having inputs from {x}∪R and computing polynomials that factor completely over R. We will
prove as Theorem 4.4 that any skew 2n-gems c over R (these are easily shown to exist for every n) satisfies
c+ ≥ n. It follows as Corollary 4.5 that any skew 2n-gem c over Z (these are not known to exist for n > 4,
as we have seen) would require at least n additive gates as well. We will also point out the existence
of skew d-gems over R for every d, which is not a surprise since the τ-conjecture (and a fortiori the
τZ-conjecture) is known to be false over the reals [9].
The methods used in this section are standard (see [17, Chapter 12]). For instance, Rolle’s theorem was
already used in [2] to investigate the additive complexity of a polynomial. Lemma 4.3 and Theorem 4.4
below do need a separate proof however because they apply to the specific case of skew circuits. The
best lower bound known on c+ for an arbitrary circuit c over the reals computing a polynomial p ∈ R[x]
having 2n distinct real roots follows from Khovanskii’s work on multivariate polynomials and is 1

4
√

n (by
Grigoriev and Risler, see [17, Theorem 12.12]), while our (much easier) lower bound in the case of skew
such circuits is n.
Let A be Z, Q or R. For short, we will say that a nonzero polynomial p(x) ∈ R[x] splits over A if
deg(p) = 0 or if p has deg(p) distinct roots in A.
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Proposition 4.1. Let A be Z, Q or R. Let p ∈ R[x] and q ∈ R[x]. If pq splits over A then both p and q
split over A.

Proof. Let pq split over A. If deg(p) = deg(q) = 0 then we are done. Otherwise, since R is an entire
ring, each root a ∈ A of pq satisfies p(a) = 0 or q(a) = 0. The only way for p and q to account for the
deg(p)+deg(q) distinct roots of pq in A is for p to absorb its maximum number deg(p) of such roots
and for q to absorb the rest. Hence p and q split over A.

Theorem 4.2. (Rolle) Let p ∈ R[x]; if p splits over R, then so does its derivative p′.

Note that Rolle only applies over R. For example, (x−1)(x−2)(x−3) splits over Z but its derivative
3x2−12x+11 splits neither over Z nor over Q. For that reason, the only proof we have of Corollary 4.5
below is via Theorem 4.4.

Lemma 4.3. Let e ∈ R and suppose that a polynomial p(x)+ e ∈ R[x] of degree 2n splits over R. Then
the following holds:
H1. Any skew gem over R for p(x) has at least n−1 additive gates.
H2. If e = 0 then any skew gem over R for p(x) has at least n additive gates.

Proof. We use induction on n. In the base case n = 0, there is nothing to prove. So let n≥ 1 and consider
any polynomial p(x) ∈ R[x] of degree 2n. Let e ∈ R be such that p+ e splits. We need to prove that H1
and H2 hold for p(x).
Consider any skew gem C over R for p(x). Then C has the form depicted on the left of Figure 3 where
the αi,βi are real constants. Let q(x) ∈ R[x] be the polynomial computed by the subcircuit Cq rooted at
the second × gate nearest to the output of C, with q(x) = x when n = 1. Note that deg(q) = 2n−1 and that
Cq is a skew circuit having n−1 product gates. For some a,b,c ∈ R, p(x) is computed by C from q(x) as
follows:

p(x) = (q(x)+a)× (q(x)+b)+ c.

Then

p+ e = q2 +(a+b)q+ab+ c+ e

and the derivative [p+ e]′ of p+ e with respect to x satisfies

[p+ e]′ = 2qq′+(a+b)q′

= (2q+a+b)q′

= [q+(a+b)/2] · [2q′].

By Rolle, [p+ e]′ splits. By Proposition 4.1, q+(a+b)/2 splits. The inductive H1 therefore implies that
Cq contains at least n−2 additive gates.
Proving H2 for p(x):
We now assume that e = 0.
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Case 1: Two or more among a, b and c are nonzero. Then the total number of additive gates in C is at
least 2+(n−2)≥ n.
Case 2: Exactly one among a, b and c is nonzero.
If c 6= 0, then q+(a+b)/2 = q. Then the inductive H2 implies that Cq has at least n−1 additive gates,
for a total of at least 1+(n−1)≥ n additive gates in C.
If c = 0, then assume with no loss of generality that a = 0. Since p+ e = q(q+ b) splits, q splits by
Proposition 4.1. The inductive H2 again implies that Cq has at least n−1 additive gates, for a total of at
least 1+(n−1)≥ n additive gates in C.
Case 3: a = b = c = 0. Then p = q2 has repeated roots so this case is impossible.
Proving H1 for p(x):
We now assume that e 6= 0.
We have just proved that H2 holds for any polynomial of degree 2n. Hence any gem over the reals for the
splitting degree-2n polynomial [p(x)+ e]+0 requires at least n additive gates. It follows that any gem
over the reals computing p(x) requires at least n−1 additive gates, as required.

Theorem 4.4. A skew 2n-gem over the reals has at least n additive gates.

Proof. This follows by applying Lemma 4.3 with e = 0.

Corollary 4.5. Any skew 2n-gem (over Z) requires n additive gates.

Proof. Let a skew 2n-gem c compute p(x) ∈ Z[x]. If c had fewer than n additive gates, then c as a skew
gem over the reals would contradict Theorem 4.4.

Chebyshev polynomials are used in [17, Example 12.2 (1)] to construct circuits cr over R having 2r
product gates and r additive gates, computing polynomials of degree 3r with all distinct real roots. In [17,
Example 12.2 (2)], a direct construction of circuits cr with similar properties is credited to [2]. Neither
of the above constructions can be deemed to provide 3r-gems unless 2r ≤ `3r , which does not seem
immediate for large r. Rojas [19, p. 4] on the other hand constructs 2n-gems over R for any n. The
following variation constructs skew 2n-gems: g1 = x and gi+1(x) := g2

i (x)−2, 1 ≤ i < n, yields gn(x)
having 2n distinct roots in [−2,2]. We extend this to arbitrary degrees:

Proposition 4.6. For all d > 0, there exists a skew d-gem over R.

Proof. Given a minimal addition chain a1, ...,ald with ald = d, we start with the input x as the gate of
degree a0 = 1 and inductively define the subcircuit for degree ai such that the function has ai distinct
zeros. For each i we consider the gates with degree a j and ak for j,k < i with ai = a j +ak.
If the zeros of the corresponding functions are disjoint, we simply multiply the output of these gates and
obtain a function with ai distinct zeros.
If j = k, we also multiply (which means in this case we square) and obtain a function with ak double
zeros, then we subtract a constant δ > 0, which is smaller than any local maximum of this function. This
leads to ai = 2ak distinct zeros.
In the remaining case, we subtract a constant δ > 0, which is smaller than any local maximum of the
function from the gate of degree ak and multiply with the gate of degree a j and obtain a function with ai

distinct zeros.
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In both cases, we can easily avoid the choice for δ to result in one of the zeros to be identical with a zero
that occurred before in the construction because there are only finitely such bad choices among infinitely
many possible choices.

The construction in the proof of Proposition 4.6 produces at most `d additions (exactly `d when d = 2n).
In cases like d = 3,7,9,27,81, it produces `d/2 additions. We conjecture that c+ ≥ `d/2 for a skew
d-gem c over R.

5 Constructing further gems

In this section we construct gems (over Z), at times with the help of a computer. Yet we do not know
whether 32-gems or d-gems beyond d = 55 exist.

Lemma 5.1. For every d ≤ 7 and d = 9, for every d distinct integers a1, ...,ad , there is a d-gem cd such
that fcd (x) = (x−a1)(x−a2) · · ·(x−ad).

Proof. The d-gems are: fc1(x) = (x−a1), fc2(x) = (x−a1)× (x−a2),
fc3(x) = fc2(x)× (x−a3),
fc4(x) = fc2(x)× ( fc2(x)+(a1 +a2−a3−a4) · x︸ ︷︷ ︸

iterated additions of x

+(a3a4−a1a2)),

fc5(x) = fc4(x)× (x−a5),
fc6(x)= fc3(x)×( fc3(x)+a · fc2(x)+(a ·(a1+a2)−a1a2−a1a3−a2a3) ·x+(a4a5a6−a1a2a3−a ·a1a2))
with a = (a1 +a2 +a3−a4−a5−a6),
fc7(x) = fc6(x)× (x−a7),
fc9(x)= fc6(x)×( fc3(x)+a · fc2(x)+(a ·(a1+a2)−a1a2−a1a3−a2a3) ·x+(a7a8a9−a1a2a3−a ·a1a2))
with a = (a1 +a2 +a3−a7−a8−a9).

The number of additive gates used in proving Lemma 5.1 can be reduced when the roots satisfy favorable
conditions, such as a1 =−a2 or ai = 0 for some i. Such relationships between the zeros are exploited
extensively in Figure 2.
The case d = 8 is missing from Lemma 5.1 because not all polynomials having 8 distinct roots have
an 8-gem [13]. For any 0 < a < b < c < d, we can easily construct an 8-gem for (x+ a)(x− a)(x+
b)(x−b)(x+c)(x−c)(x+d)(x−d) by prepending the 4-gem (available by Lemma 5.1) for (y−a2)(y−
b2)(y− c2)(y−b2) with “y← x× x”.
To construct a 16-gem, we seek 0 < a < b < c < d < e < f < g < h and an 8-gem for (y−a2)(y−b2)(y−
c2)(y−d2)(y− e2)(y− f 2)(y−g2)(y−h2). We first develop sufficient conditions for the existence of a
skew 2n-gem for any n.

Definition 5.2. (Litter conditions.) Let T be the full ordered binary tree with 2n leaves labeled a1,a2, . . .,
a2n ∈ Z in the natural order. Let each internal node in T be labeled with the product of the labels of the
leaves subtended by that node. The sequence a1,a2, . . . ,a2n satisfies the litter conditions if, for 1 < i < n,
each of the 2i nodes at level i has the same litter sum, where the litter sum of a node is defined as the sum
of the labels of its two children.
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Example 5.3. The litter conditions are trivial for sequences of length 1 or 2. The litter conditions for
the sequence a1,a2,a3,a4 are the equation a1 + a2 = a3 + a4. The litter conditions for the sequence
a2,b2,c2,d2,e2, f 2,g2,h2 are

a2 +b2 = c2 +d2 = e2 + f 2 = g2 +h2 and a2b2 + c2d2 = e2 f 2 +g2h2. (5.1)

Lemma 5.4. If the sequence a1,a2, . . . ,a2n ∈ Z satisfies the litter conditions, then the following skew
2n-gem c computes p(x) = ∏1≤i≤2n(x−ai):

y0← x−a1

y1← y0× (y0 +(a1−a2))

y2← y1× (y1 +(a3a4−a1a2))

y3← y2× (y2 +(a5a6a7a8−a1a2a3a4))

...
...

yn← yn−1× (yn−1 +(
2n

∏
i=2n−1+1

ai −
2n−1

∏
i=1

ai )). �

Proof. The circuit correctly computes y1(x) = (x−a1)(x−a1 +(a1−a2)) = p(x) when n = 1. For the
inductive step, let A = a1 +a2. Then

p(x) = [(x−a1)(x−a2)] [(x−a3)(x−a4)] · · · [(x−a2n−1)(x−a2n)]

= [x2−Ax+a1a2] [ ] · · · [x2− (a2n−1 +a2n)x+a2n−1a2n ]

= [x2−Ax+a1a2] [x2−Ax+a3a4] · · · [x2−Ax+a2n−1a2n ]

= q(x2−Ax)

where q(y) = (y+ a1a2)(y+ a3a4) · · ·(y+ a2n−1a2n) and the third equality follows from the litter con-
ditions a1 + a2 = a3 + a4 = · · · = a2n−1 + a2n . Now the litter conditions on a1,a2, . . . ,a2n include the
conditions on a1a2,a3a4, . . . ,a2n−1a2n , which are identical to those on −a1a2,−a3a4, . . . ,−a2n−1a2n . By
induction, the following skew 2n−1-gem c′ thus computes the polynomial q(y):

z1← y− (−a1a2)

z2← z1× (z1 +(−a1a2− (−a3a4)))

z3← z2× (z2 +(a5a6a7a8−a1a2a3a4))

...
...

zn← zn−1× (zn−1 +(
2n−1

∏
i=2n−2+1

a2i−1a2i −
2n−2

∏
i=1

a2i−1a2i )).

So c′ computes p(x) when y is set to x2−Ax. But when y is set to x2−Ax, y1 = y0× (y0 +(a1−a2)) =
(x−a1)((x−a1)+(a1−a2)) = x2−Ax− (−a1a2) = z1. Thus by inspection for 1≤ i≤ n, the gate zi in
c′ when y is set to x2−Ax and the gate yi in c compute the same polynomial in x. Hence yn computes
p(x).
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We return to our quest for a 16-gem. By Lemma 5.4, any distinct squares a2,b2,c2,d2,e2, f 2,g2,h2

satisfying (5.1) from Example 5.3 are the zeros of an 8-gem p(y). In turn, each such 8-gem prepended
with “y← x× x” is a 16-gem. A small computer in a few hours found several examples, such as:

Proposition 5.5. A 16-gem with 4 additive gates exists to compute the polynomial having the 16 roots
{±237,±106,±189,±178,±227,±126,±218,±141}.

We note that Bremner [8] focusses on 16-gems and constructs two infinite families. Turning to 32-gems,
we were unable to find a 16-gem having 16 distinct squares as zeros, nor to find a 32-gem by appealing to
the litter conditions of a sequence of length 32 directly.
The next lemma is our tool to generate d-gems when d 6= 2n:

Lemma 5.6. Let h(x) ∈ Z[x] and m1,m2, . . . ,md ∈ Z. Suppose that each one of the d polynomials
h(x)−mi is computed by a gem and that no two such polynomials share a root. If `d + `deg(h) ≤ `d·deg(h)
and for some d-gem c, fc(y) = (y−m1)(y−m2) · · ·(y−md), then there is a gem computing fc(h(x)).

Proof. For any a ∈ Z, fc(h(a)) = 0 iff h(a) = mi for some i iff a is a root of one of the polynomials
h(x)−mi. No two such polynomials share a root and, being computed by a gem, each such polynomial
has distinct roots. Hence fc(h(x)) is a polynomial of degree d ·deg(h) having d ·deg(h) distinct roots.
To compute fc(h(x)), we use at most `deg(h) product gates to compute h(x) by adding m1 to the gem for
h(x)−m1, and we use another `d product gates to feed h(x) into c. In total, at most `d + `deg(h) product
gates are used, and this is at most `deg( fc(h(x))) by hypothesis.

We illustrate the use of Lemma 5.6 in the following:

Theorem 5.7. There exist 36-gems and 54-gems.

Proof. To get a 36-gem, we apply Lemma 5.6 with h(x) = (x2− 2s)2, where s is a positive integer
expressible in at least 9 essentially distinct ways as a sum of two nonzero squares (such numbers abound,
see [20, 28]): s = a2

1 +b2
1 = a2

2 +b2
2 = · · ·= a2

9 +b2
9. Then we let mi = 4s2−16a2

i b2
i and observe that for

each i,

h(x)−mi = x4−4sx2 +4s2−mi

= x4−4(a2
i +b2

i )x
2 +16a2

i b2
i

= (x2−4a2
i )(x

2−4b2
i )

= (x+2ai)(x−2ai)(x+2bi)(x−2bi).

Hence the 9 polynomials h(x)−mi have pairwise disjoint sets of 4 distinct roots, and each has a gem
by Lemma 5.1. Since `4 + `9 = 2+ 4 ≤ `36 = 6 and Lemma 5.1 also provides a 9-gem c9 such that
fc9(y) = ∏

9
i=1(y−mi), Lemma 5.6 yields a 36-gem for ∏

9
i=1(h(x)−mi).

To get a 54-gem, we apply Lemma 5.6 with h(x) = ((x2−s)×x)2, where s is a positive integer expressible
in at least 9 essentially distinct ways in the form (a2 +b2 +ab). Then we let mi = (aibi(ai +bi))

2 and
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observe that for each i,

h(x)−mi = ((x2− s)× x)2−mi

= ((x2− (a2
i +b2

i +aibi))x)2− (aibi(ai +bi))
2

= ((x2− (a2
i +b2

i +aibi))x−aibi(ai +bi))((x2− (a2
i +b2

i +aibi))x+aibi(ai +bi))

= (x+ai)(x+bi)(x−ai−bi)(x−ai)(x−bi)(x+ai +bi).

Hence the 9 polynomials h(x)−mi have pairwise disjoint sets of 6 distinct roots, and each has a gem
by Lemma 5.1. Since `6 + `9 = 3+ 4 ≤ `54 = 7 and Lemma 5.1 also provides a 9-gem c9 such that
fc9(y) = ∏

9
i=1(y−mi), Lemma 5.6 yields a 36-gem for ∏

9
i=1(h(x)−mi).

To get such an s, we apply the formula (a2+b2+ab)(c2+d2+cd) = (ac+bd+bc)2+(ad−bc)2+(ac+
bd +bc)(ad−bc) instead of the Brahmagupta-Fibonachi equation iteratively in several combinations.
For example 7 = 22 + 12 + 2 and 13 = 32 + 12 + 3 have this form thus ((x2 − 7)x)2 is 36 for x =
−1,−2,3,1,2,−3, the function ((x2− 7 · 13)x)2 is 902 for x = −1,−9,10,1,9,−10 and 3302 for x =
−5,−6,11,5,6,−11, the function (x2−7 ·7)x is 120 for x =−3,−5,8, it is −120 for x = 3,5,−8 and 0
for x = 0,−7,7. The table

x ±3,40,43 ±8,37,45 ±15,32,47 ±23,25,48
((x2−7 ·13 ·19)x)2 m1 = 51602 m2 = 133202 m3 = 225602 m4 = 276002

x ±13,390,403 ±35,378,413 ±70,357,427 ±103,335,438
((x2−72 ·132 ·19)x)2 m1 = 20432102 m2 = 546639902 m3 = 106707302 m4 = 151131902

±117,325,442 ±137,310,447 ±182,273,455 ±202,255,457 ±225,233,458
m5 = 168070502 m6 = 189840902 m7 = 226071302 m8 = 235400702 m9 = 240106502

shows the values for constructing the gems in Figure 2. Note that the product 7 ·13 ·19 ·31 respectively.
72 ·13 ·19 would already be sufficient for the construction of a 42-gem respectively. 36-gem and produce
smaller numbers there.

Multiplying our 54-gem with (x−a55) leads to the 55-gem fc9(h(x)) ·(x−z55) which is the highest which
we found. We have filled the rest of Figure 2 largely by trying to combine the mentioned methods along
possible shortest addition chains for the degree d. Many cases remain open.

6 Conclusion

The following heuristic for factoring a 2n-bit integer N = pq, for primes p and q of comparable size, is
inspired by Lipton [16]:

• assume distinct ai ∈ Z and a circuit c computing fc(x) = ∏
2n

i=1(x−ai) ∈ Z[x]

• pick a ∈ {0, . . . ,N−1} at random

• compute d = fc(a) modulo N by evaluating each gate in c modulo N

• output gcd(d,N).
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This is merely a heuristic because its success probability depends on the distribution of the 2n integers
(a−ai) modulo N. If this is close to uniform, then indeed Prob[1 < gcd(d,N)< N] is constant. Of course
the heuristic runs in time polynomial in the number of bits required to represent c, and the τZ-conjecture
claims that this number is exponential in n.

Here we introduced gems. These are circuits that use an almost optimal number of ×-gates to compute,
from {x}∪Z, polynomials that factor completely over Z with distinct roots. A 2n-gem could thus serve
in the heuristic above if its inputs modulo N can be computed in time polynomial in n = O(logN). But
the τ-conjecture [21, 1] further implies prohibitive growth of the number of bits required to express the
integer inputs to such gems.

We exhibited d-gems over R for every d. But the d-gems we care about (over Z) are elusive. Even more
elusive are skew d-gems. In particular, constructing skew 32-gems would yield new solutions to the
Prouhet-Tarry-Escott problem. These new Prouhet-Tarry-Escot solutions would even fulfill additional
conditions. Yet skew 2n-gems for any n≥ 5 cannot currently be ruled out.

Here we constructed d-gems for several d up to d = 55. We proved that any skew 2n-gem requires n
additive gates. We showed that for d ≤ 71, no circuit can compute a degree-d polynomial using fewer
than `d product gates. Hence all the gems constructed so far are ×-optimal, and our skew 2n-gems for
n≤ 4 are also {+,−}-optimal among skew gems.

We note that the τZ-conjecture is implied by the stronger L-conjecture of Bürgisser [9], which states that
for some β and any d, any polynomial f (x) ∈Q[x] has at most (L( f )+d)β irreducible factors of degree
d or less, where L( f ) is the size of a smallest {+,−,×,÷}-circuit computing f (x) from {x}∪Q (see
also [10] and [19]). Hence L-conjecture⇒ τZ-conjecture⇒ τ-conjecture, and the existence of d-gems
for infinitely many d, disproving the τZ-conjecture, would also disprove the L-conjecture. To disprove
the weaker τ-conjecture, an infinite family of d-gems d would need to fulfill further conditions such as
polynomial constructivity of the integer constants involved.

The difficulty of constructing d-gems for d = 32 or d > 55 can be argued as supporting the L-conjecture
and the τZ-conjecture. On the other hand, the fact that skew 2n-gems for n > 4 would yield new PTE
solutions can (optimistically) be interpreted as an indication that skew 2n-gems are too demanding to be
of any use towards resolving the conjectures. More realistically, not being able to rule out even extreme
counter-examples to these conjectures suggest that we are still very far from resolving them.

Our main open question is essentially the challenge we started with: do d-gems exist for infinitely many
d? A concrete step would be to undertake a search for d-gems of every type for small values of d,
extending the systematic approach used by Bremner to study normalized 16-gems [8]. This would add
entries to Figure 2. Hopefully it could help finding skew 2n-gems for n = 5. As seen above, resolving the
existence question for skew 2n-gems seems like a natural baby step towards resolving the τZ-conjecture.
But even this step would seem to break ground from a number-theoretic perspective.
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Appendix: Proof of Lemma 2.1

The idea of the proof is that if the circuit does not produce the degrees according to the addition chain, it
must use a cancellation in the degrees of two intermediate results. This would require that some degree
would have to be produced by two different ×-gates. A case distinction on their input degrees shows that
this can not lead to a smaller number of ×-gates.
Let a circuit c with a minimum number c× < ld of ×-gates compute a polynomial of degree d. We must
prove that d ≤ 2ld−3. Fix a topological ordering of the circuit gates. Then every additive gate computes a
linear combination ∑αiqi of the polynomials qi with degree di computed by the ×-gates that occur before
it (we let q−1 = 1 and q0 = x and allow the sum to run from i =−1). At the expense of an increase in the
number of additive gates, we assume a normal form in which every ∑αiqi is obtained by a sequence of
additive gates that start with the constant 0 and add or subtract the desired qi, one at a time, in descending
order of degrees and without ever decreasing an |αi|.
If we assume that the degree of an additive gate is always the maximum of its two inputs (which would
for example be the case if different qi always have different degrees di), then each degree of an additive
gate is the degree of the first (and thus of highest degree) ×-gate in such a sequence of additive gates.
This means the degrees would form an addition chain and thus c× ≥ ld since the degree of any product is
the sum of the degrees of its factors.
Since c× < ld , in the contrary, a new degree must have been reached in an additive (respectively
subtractive) gate which can only happen if the so far highest degree was canceled2. In other words, there
must be in the ordering a first additive gate g that computes a polynomial ∑γiqi = (∑αiqi)±qk for some
degrees dl and dk such that dk = deg(∑αiqi) = degqk > deg(∑γiqi) = dl and let the ×-gates g1 and g2
compute qk−1 and qk.
Given our normal form, we can assume w.l.o.g. an ordering in which the degrees of the intermediate
results did not decrease until dk. Let clow

× = k−2 be the number of the ×-gates occurring before g1 in the
ordering. Furthermore, qi can have degree at most 2i for i≤ clow

× since each×-gate can at most double the
degree. Thus dk = dk−1 = deg(αk−1qk−1)≤ 21+clow

× . Let furthermore cup
× = c×− clow

× −2 be the number
of ×-gates occurring after g2. Thus we can already estimate d < dk2cup

× ≤ 2cup
× +1+clow

× ≤ 2c×−1 ≤ 2ld−2.
But we want a better estimate.
We can assume that g1 and g2 are the only ×-gates computing polynomials of degree dk, otherwise the
inequality chain for d above would extend to show d ≤ 2ld−3. In the same way we can assume that there
are no other two ×-gates computing polynomials of the same degree. This means that all other such
cancellations of the degree can only occur in a sequence of additive gates after adding qk−1 and qk and
w.l.o.g. the next cancellation must be by adding some ql of degree dl . If ql is not used in the subcircuit
for calculating qk−1 or qk, that means dl does not occur in the corresponding addition chain to dk, then no
further cancellations (except with the same ratio between qk−1 and qk) occur.
The gate g outputs p(x) = αqk−1(x)+βqk(x) for some α,β ∈Z, where dl = deg p < degqk−1 = degqk =
dk. Furthermore all other additive gates in which degree dk is cancelled produce just a multiple of g.
Let the inputs to gate g1 have the degrees dm and dn, so that dk = dm +dn. Assume w.l.o.g. dm ≥ dn. If

2For example (x2 + x)2− (x2)2 = x4 +2x3 + x2− x4 = 2x3 + x2 reaches degree 3 only in the subtraction where the highest
degree 4 is canceled.
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the inputs to gate g2 also happen to have the degrees dm and dn, then

qk−1 = [amqm(x)+am−1qm−1(x)+ . . .+a jq j(x)+ . . .] × [bnqn(x)+bn−1qn−1(x)+ . . .+biqi(x)+ . . .]

= [am(qm(x)+
am−1

am
qm−1(x)+ . . .)+a jq j(x)+ . . .] × [bn(qn(x)+

bn−1

bn
qn−1(x)+ . . .)+biqi(x)+ . . .]

= [amP(x)+a jq j(x)+ . . .] × [bnQ(x)+biqi(x)+ . . .]

qk = [a′mqm(x)+a′m−1qm−1(x)+ . . .+a′jq j(x)+ . . .] × [b′nqn(x)+b′n−1qn−1(x)+ . . .+b′iqi(x)+ . . .]

= [a′m(qm(x)+
a′m−1

a′m
qm−1(x)+ . . .)+a′jq j(x)+ . . .] × [b′n(qn(x)+

b′n−1

b′n
qn−1(x)+ . . .)+b′iqi(x)+ . . .]

= [a′mP(x)+a′jq j(x)+ . . .] × [b′nQ(x)+b′iqi(x)+ . . .]

where d j < dm is maximal such that am
a j
6= a′m

a′j
and di < dn is maximal such that bn

bi
6= b′n

b′i
. Then

qk−1 =

deg=dm+dn︷ ︸︸ ︷
ambnP ·Q+

deg=dm+di︷ ︸︸ ︷
ambiP ·qi(x)+

deg=dn+d j︷ ︸︸ ︷
bna jQ ·q j(x)+

deg≤d j+di︷ ︸︸ ︷
a jbiq j(x)qi(x)+ . . .

qk = a′mb′nP ·Q+a′mb′iP ·qi(x)+b′na′jQ ·q j(x)+a′jb
′
iq j(x)qi(x)+ . . .

p = (αambi +βa′mb′i) ·P ·qi(x)+(αbna j +βb′na′j) ·Q ·q j(x)+(αa jbi +βa′jb
′
i)q j(x)qi(x)+ . . .

Note that αambn = −βa′mb′n and bn
bi
6= b′n

b′i
imply αambi +βa′mb′i 6= 0. By a similar reasoning, αbna j +

βb′ja
′
j 6= 0. Hence ql = deg p = max{dm +di,dn +d j}.

If no further cancellations occur, only the degree matters in the upper part of the circuit and we can
modify the circuit, preserving c× and the degree d of the final polynomial computed, in a way such that
no cancellations of degree ≥ dk occur: First we remove the ×-gate g2 that computed qk and replace it by
g1. Then we replace the additive gate g that computed p by a ×-gate computing a polynomial of degree
deg p = max{dm +di,dn +d j}.
If degree dl cancels in a later addition, then some ql with l < k must have been added, this means degree
ql was already available. Furthermore the new degree after this cancellation is again the sum of two
available degrees. Cancellations of available degrees may continue until at most one new degree is
reached, which must be the sum of two available degrees and the corresponding gate can be replaced
by one ×-gate. In this way, no new cancellation of degree ≥ dk is introduced past gate g in the ordering
(with the new gates included) and in particular, the final polynomial computed by the new circuit still has
degree d. But we have removed the cancellation of degree dk that occurred at g in the old circuit. This
completes the proof of the present case since repeating this process will eliminate all the cancellations,
contradicting c× < `d .
Now let g2 happen to have input degrees (dm′ ,dn′) 6= (dm,dn), yet dk = dm′+dn′ = dm +dn. Then w.l.o.g.
dm′ > dm > dn > dn′ . As above, there must be two ×-gates g3 and g′3 producing the degrees dm and
dm′ directly. Thus four gates g1,g2,g3,g′3 are not counted in cup

× + clow
× = c×− 4 where clow

× = k− 2
is now the number of the ×-gates occurring before g3 and g′3 in the ordering. Thus we can estimate
d < dk2cup

× < dm2cup
× +1 ≤ 2cup

× +2+clow
× ≤ 2c×−2 ≤ 2ld−3.
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